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This completely revised and updated fifth edition of the award-winning Divorce with Decency

includes the most current research, statistics, and insights on the effects of divorce on spouses,

their children, and society over-all. Written by a prominent divorce lawyer with four decades of

experience, it is the most comprehensive treatment of the legal, emotion-al, economic,

psychological, and social aspects of romantic relationships, marriage and divorce available

anywhere in a single volume.Initial sections look at the dynamics of divorce: the causal factors, the

common "stages" from initial separation onward, and the complications surrounding each stage for

older and younger couples and children. Important information on spouse abuse is also included.

The book dis-cusses key criteria in selecting an attorney and gives expert advice on directing and

monitoring the course of a case efficiently and economical-ly. Detailed background on critical legal

issues is given, followed by case histories highlighting key points of divorce law. Extensive new

sec-tions have been added to this edition which provide key tips on preserving, improving, and

possibly "saving" marriages. Key chapters focus on post-divorce issues of single parenthood and

new relationships; as well as the rapidly changing nature of love, romance, "digital dating," and

other topics in this modern New Millennium.Informative yet highly readable (and occasionally

amusing), Divorce with Decency has proven to be indispensable to anyone involved in a divorce,

whether directly or indirectly.
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Jewelry stores should hand this book out with the purchase of every engagement ring.-- "Honolulu



Magazine"

Jewelry stores should hand this book out with the purchase of every engagement ring. (Honolulu

Magazine)This is far more than just a divorce book. Itâ€™s an all encompassing survey of love,

marriage, and romantic relationships in modern life. (Judge Michael Town (retired), former Senior

Judge of Hawaiâ€˜i's First Circuit Family Court)

Great book on getting a divorce. Except seller too forever to send to me!!!

The author is well known and respected in his community, where I live as well. He continues to do

good work here to help others thru his expertise.

I have had the privilege & honor to work with Mr. Coates for over 27 years, and perhaps know better

than most his total commitment & devotion to the work he does for State of Hawaii families. His

passion to help and guide folks in need Divorce & Family Law advice is as great today as it was

when he first started his "life's calling" over 4 decades ago. Nowhere is Mr. Coates' drive and

devotion more evident than in his Book, DIVORCE WITH DECENCY. I have seen him over the

years literally put his "heart & soul" into each of the 5 Editions released by U.H. Press over the last

several decades. The 5TH EDITION of DIVORCE WITH DECENCY may be Mr. Coates' finest &

most comprehensive work yet. I should know. I have read ALL 5 editions, and truly believe that this

5TH EDITION is an essential read for EVERY PERSON who is in need of Family Law & Divorce

advice. There simply is no finer publication, period. The "A, B. C's of Divorce", if you will.

I have successfully used Divorce with Decency in my private practice with couples and also

incorporated it into my classes teaching Psychology. Bradley Coates seamlessly weaves together

the findings in innumerable articles and books, both technical and popular along with accounts of

clients he has worked with in his practice. It is an "Owner's Manual" for understanding relationships

and should be required reading before entering into the commitment of marriage.

This is a great book for those going through divorce and for those trying to decide whether to

divorce or not. It covers the legalities of divorce, and it also addresses relationship issues and the

impact of divorce on adults and children. The latest edition includes information about modern

(millennial) relationships as well. This might be the only book available with such comprehensive



information about relationships and divorce.

Haters are gonna hate their EX's resulting in lasting relationship damage to everyone around them.

Divorce is messy! it is one of the hardest things to deal with in one's life, no doubt.This book is an

invaluable tool with which to navigate the Divorce maze and come out the other side successfully.

Take the high road and mitigate the lasting damage that can follow a breakup. Do everyone around

you a favor, GET THE BOOK!

A readable, practical, positive and helpful guide to an often difficult process. Brad Coates does it

again with insight, verve and wisdom. A must read for those who are involved in the divorce process

in whatever capacity. Check it out! Judge Michael A. Town (retired) (former Senior Judge of the

Family Court/First Circuit (1994-1997) and currently mediator/arbitrator with Dispute Prevention

Resolution/Hawaii).
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